An engaging teaching tool that
motivates students toward mastery
and rewards learning with games
Grades Pre-K through 8
Motivating students can be challenging. Stride
uses games and rewards to inspire students to
master difficult math, language arts, reading,
and science concepts.
Stride’s adaptive technology guides each student
to practice where he or she needs it most—and
then serves up a variety of content that’s lively
and engaging, rich with a spirit of community
and competition.

Stride features include:
• Deep content to further strengthen skills
• Translations for 60+ languages
• Integrated with Renaissance STAR
Assessments® for a comprehensive
approach to improving student outcomes
• “Help Me” feature that recommends
targeted skill review activities
• Fun and engaging games for students
to choose from
• Technology-enhanced items to help
students prepare for high-stakes testing
• Teacher dashboards to help better assess
student proficiency
• Easy to read student progress bars

How Stride Works:
1

Answer Questions to practice concepts.

2

Review Skills through your choice of activities.

3

Earn Coins and Bonus Chests for correct work.

4

Play Games for a fun and engaging “brain break.”

5

Compete with Points to top your best score or
become a point leader in your class or grade.

For Students
• An open platform means Stride works on most
popular devices, including tablets and laptops.
• The cloud-based system lets students access
Stride anytime, anywhere.

• A choice of targeted skill review activities
offers extra help when students struggle.

For Teachers
• Benchmark and formative assessments ensure
students are at grade level for end-of-course and
end-of-year tests.
• An adaptive learning engine continuously evaluates
student responses to create a customized learning
plan targeted to each student’s needs.
• Real-time data on student performance helps
teachers drive instruction and optimize achievement.

For Administrators
• Comprehensive content for grades Pre-K through 8
is aligned with national and state standards.
• In-depth reporting on student performance is
available in a variety of formats.
• An anti-guessing feature ensures students always
put forth their best effort.

Study Shows Significant Math and Reading Improvements
A recent statewide study* in Alabama found Stride was successful in improving academic achievement in
targeted schools:
• Students who used Stride improved math benchmark pass rates by 15 percent.
• Stride students also improved reading benchmark pass rates by 10 percent.
• Stride students who were economically disadvantaged improved math pass rates by 23 percent.
• Special education students using Stride improved reading benchmark pass rates by 57 percent.

*2017 Stride Impact Study: Auburn University Center for Evaluation.

To learn more about how Stride can help motivate your students, contact us at:
844.638.3533 | stridelearning.com/learning-solutions

